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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to define and assess a renewable hydrogen energy supply
system for households lise. The system combines solar energy, wind energy, hydrogen
production, fuel cells and households energy supply. This solar/wind hydrogen energy
system is a small scale system and especially suitable for a remote village application.
The whole system is a zero-emission system without any pollution and only lise
renewable resources, solar/wind energy and water. The components of the system are
available, hut have not yet to be integrated in this way. This study concentrates on
solar energy as problems of wind energy are of similar nature.
The technical and economical status and prospects of system components are
discussed based on literature review and recent relevant projects all over the world.
The main advantages and problems of this system are discussed from technical,
economic and environmental aspects. The major obstac1eto apply this system derives
from the need for a high capital investment. The system is not economical feasible
nowadays hut has great cost reduction potentials. Intensive research and development
are still needed to substantially improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of the
system.
The possibility of applying this system inta China are discussed and evaluated. The
sizes of system components are calculated based on households from Chinese urban
and mral areas. Tibet and Xinjiang Provinces are recommended as suitable regions for
application of this system in China considering their special resources, economic and
environmental conditions.
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1 Background
1.1 Objectives
There is a growing global demand for energy, hut also for reduced strain on the
environment. Considerable investments were made in alternative energy research
worldwide recently. Growing demand for environment-friendly energy makes
renewable energy development and production a sound investment for the future. The
purpose of this thesis is to define and assess a new, renewable and sustainable energy
supply system for households. The objectives are:

.
.
.
.

To define an environmentally friendly stand-alone energy supply system for
households, which only tigesrenewable resources - solar and wind energy;
To assess the technical and economic status and prospects of the system
components;
To discuss the advantages and problems of this system from technical, economic
and environmental points of view;
To discuss the feasibility of applying this system inta China.

1.2 Scope
The solar/wind hydrogen energy system proposed in the thesis is a small scale system
and especially suitable for a remote village application. The components of the system
are available, hut have not yet to be integrated in this way. This study concentrates on
solar energy only, as problems of wind energy are of similar nature. In calculations, it
is assumed that wind and solar each supply 50% of the e1ectricityneeded if a hybrid
system is adopted.

1.3 Methods and Outline
The thesis is based on a literature review and experiences from relevant projects all
over the world. The solar/wind hydrogen energy system defined in this thesis is based
on the study of Svein Olav Morner from his Ph.D. dissertation which is 'Seasonai
Storage of Solar Energy for Self-Sufficient Buildings with Focus on Hydrogen
Systems', Norwegian Institute of Technology.

The main considerations of designing and evaluating the system inc1ude:
. the system should be renewable, i.e. all the energy comes from renewable sources;
. the whole system should be emission-free;
. the noise and safety risk should be minimized;
it should be able to contribute to local and global sustainability;
. the system should be technological and economic feasible in the near future, if not

.
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--

nowadays.
System analyses approach is taken which inc1ude technical, economic and
sustainability analyses of the solar/wind hydrogen energy system and preliminary
feasibility study for its application.
The thesis is divided into seven different charters. A renewable hydrogen energy
system with solar and wind energy is defmed (chapter 3) after a brief introduction to
solar, wind energy and hydrogen storage (chapter 2). Then there are general analyses
in charter 4 and 5 about the solar/wind hydrogen energy system from technical and
economic perspectives. A cage study is taken in charter 6 for a Chinese village and a
residentiai building with specific figures about the capacity demand and cost
estimation of the system. Tibet and Xinjiang provinces are recommended as the best
sites to apply this system in China. Conc1usionsare drawn at last (chapter 7) to assess
the obstac1esand prospects of the system.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Renewable Energy Resources
Meetingenergydemandsfor 21st centuryis an enormouschallengefor our societyand
environment. The 1973 energy crisis brought the world the fact that sooner or later we
wou1d be rullning out of fossil fuels. More immediate are increasingly exacerbating
environmental problems being caused by fossil fuels, such as pollution, acid rain,
global warming, ozone layer depletion and oil spills. The increasing concern about air
pollution, global warming and energy crisis will inevitably result in a transition in
energy section from fossil fuel-based mode to renewable and non-polluting mode. The
environment must be safeguarded when meeting people's need for lighting, power,
heating and cooling.
Sustainable energy production is an important component of sustainable development.
Basically there are two possible approaches to achieve sustainable energy production.
Olle approach is to improve efficiency of energy production, which means improving
the ratio between energy input and desired energy output. It ties in with the concept of
eco-efficiency and is a key component of sustainable energy strategies. Another more
radical approach is to find the substitutions. Rather than lise fossil fuels, power
generation should increasingly look towards renewable energy sources which do not
consume limited resources and also cause much less pollution than the energy forms
they replace. As the conversion of energy is Olleof the major sources of pollution
today, renewable processes that convert energy from renewable sources can be a part
of the solution to the pollution problem. Increasingly, renewable and sustainable
sources of energy - solar power, wind power, biomass, geothermal resources, and
hydroelectric power - are contributingto meetingglobalenergyneeds.
This thesis only studies on solar energy and wind energy with focus on solar energy. It
is mainly because solar energy is the most abundant renewable energy and available
almost everywhere on the earth. Solar power and wind power are environmentfriendly alternatives to conventionai power stations. Generating electricity with the
photovoltaic cells is becoming more widespread with improved technology and
reduced costs. The growth of PV market will depend chiefly on how production costs
evolve. Technology advances are likely to bring further significant cost reductions in
the future. Wind has been recognised for SOfie times as Olleof the most promising
renewable sources of energy, and considerable investment and continuous
development have made wind technology productive, efficient and cost-effective. In
glid connected mode wind power has proven itself to be cost effective at good windy
sites. In many areas of the world, solar and wind resources complement each other:
winter's winds balancing surnmer's sun. Solar and wind hybrids capitalize on each
technology's assets, enabling designers to reduce the size and cost of each component.
Solar and wind energy are totally renewable and dean. They are uniimited hut very
dilute and intermittent. The low intensity and wide distribution of renewable sources
favor decentralized end-lise. Therefore energy from renewable sources will often not
require much further distribution since the resources are already distributed. The main
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problem to utilize the solar and wind energy is the great variation in available power
which occurs from season to season, day to day, hour to hour. This would not be a
problem if the load was well correlated to the energy availability, hut unfortunately
this is not often the cage. Efficient storage is essentiai for large scale exploitation of
intermittent renewable sources.
Today most of solar/wind electricity systems lise battery as storage medium. This type
of storage is expensive and large per tillit of stored energy, hut has the advantage of
high efficiency. Batteries can be used for short term storage, hut in order to keep the
solar/wind power system dependable, a relatively large number of batteries will
generally be needed. This can result in high costs. Until now, Olleof the key factors
constraining the usefulness of renewable power sources has been the inability of
batteries to store enough electricity to meet tiger needs during extended periods of
calm or c1oudydays.

2.2 Hydrogen -

the Flexible Storage for Renewable Energy

The introduction of hydrogen will help to overcome the storage difficulty of
renewable energy. Hydrogen can be easily produced by electricity via electrolysis and
reconverted to electricity by fuel cell power plants. Hydrogen can be produced at any
location using local renewable energy sources, thus avoiding the need to transport fuel
to end lise sites. A renewable hydrogen system with electrolyzer, storage and fuel cell
can be used to provide households with a reliable power supply.
Hydrogen is the suitable energy carrier to store solar and wind energy and transform
them to most convenient energy form - electricity. The temporal discord between
production and demand of solar/wind energy can be compensated for. Compared to
battery storage, hydrogen storage has improved storage density, economies of scale,
temperature response characteristics and lifetimes. If there is a need to store a large
amount of energy for a long time, hydrogen storage system is today often cheaper and
more compact than battery storage. So hydrogen is preferred as media in a long-term
storage.
Hydrogen (H) is the lightest and most abundant element in the universe. On a molar
basis, 2/3 of the oceans are H. Hydrogen is little polluting when buming and capable
of conversion directly to electricity in fuel cells with no pollution. The benefits of
hydrogen make it the ideal component of a renewable, sustainable energy system of
the future. Furthermore, the utilization of hydrogen is not limited to power plants.
Hydrogen as a flexible energy carrier can be used as a fuel for mobile applications like
fuel cell powered vehic1es.Unfortunately, the widespread lise of hydrogen energy is
not currently feasible because of economic and technological barriers.
Although hydrogen element is so abundant, molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) is very reactive
and does not exist anywhere on earth (uniess manufactured by chemical approaches).
Almost all of the world's hydrogen production today comes from fossil fuels: 3/4 from
natural gas, 1/4 from oil or coal. The problem with producing hydrogen from fossil
fuel is that greenhouse gases are produced in the process. Hydrogen can also be made
4
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from water by electrolysis, using any source of DC electricity. Only 1-4 % of
hydrogen are currently produced from the electrolysis of water, which is presentlya
very expensive process. If electrical power is used to electrolyze water, you must
consider the energy source for producing the electricity. If it is fossil fuel based or
nuc1ear,then you still have a pollution problem.
The advantages of using hydrogen as storage medium for renewable sources are
obvious. Hydrogen made from renewable energy resources is an inexhaustible,
environmentally friendly energy carrier. So is electricity made from renewable energy
sources. As an energy carrier, hydrogen will help make renewable energy sources
viable and practical. International interest in hydrogen as an energy carrier is high.
Research, development and demonstration of hydrogen energy systems are in progress
in many countries. The development of hydrogen energy carrier systems will be
supported by the expected fast development of fuel cells for mobile applications in the
near future.

5
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3 Define A Renewable Hydrogen Energy System For
Households
3.1 System Design for Households Energy Supply
3.1.1 Electricity Supply

The energy production and storage system studied in this thesis is to convert
solar/wind energy to electricity and heat to meet the energy demands of households.
The system is a stand-alone system with all the energy coming from sun and wind.
Thus the system has to be located at same places with rich solar/wind resources. The
loads of the system are the energy needs of households, which include electricity,
heating and cooling. The energy needs for communication and transportation are not
included. The system should be able to supply all the energy needs of households
throughout the rear in normal weather conditions. The reliability of the system will
depend on sufficient hydrogen storage to meet the energy needs of households when
there is no solar or wind energy available.
The renewable hydrogen energy system for households electricity supply is defined
as: Solar/Windenergy- PV Cells/Wind turbines - Converter - Electrolyzer Hydrogen storage -Fuel

cells -

(Power conditioner) -

Households.

The renewable hydrogen energy system consists ofthe following major components:
. PhotovoltaicslWind turbines producing electricity

.
.
.

Electrolyzer producing hydrogen
Hydrogen Storage

Fuel Cells producing electricity from hydrogen

Here is how the solar/wind hydrogen system works: Photovoltaics and wind turbines
convert solar and wind energy inta direct current electricity which is utilized by the
electrolyzer to separate water inta its two constituents: hydrogen and oxygen. The
oxygen is released inta the air and the hydrogen is stored in compressed gas form. The
stored hydrogen can be efficiently converted back inta e1ectricityon demand using
fuel cells. Power conditioning includes DC to AC inversion and current and voltage
controis. It is optional and will not be needed if the household equipment can lise 24V
DC electricity. The only byproduct of this process is pure water. There is no need for
hydrogen transport in this system. This clean and efficient stand-alone power supply
system can provide consistent dependable electricity for households.
The system defined above is especially for a village or a building, considering that it
is more cost-effective to supply energy to many households together than only to Olle
household. The possible solutions for the power supply of a village and aresidentiai
building are illustrated in figure 3.1 and 3.2 (wind turbines are not showed here).
Specific weather condition is important for ehoosing a solar, wind or hybrid system,
i.e. utilizing wind energy in windy areas and solar energy in sunny areas. Stand-alone
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power systems, however, seldom lise wind energy exclusively. A hybrid system which
combine solar and wind energy will increase the system capacity and efficiency if the
wind resource is abundant at the application site. The pattem of the wind varies from
place to place. The wind generator will supply energy during all seasons but the
energy collected during winter and nights is especially valuable. The best combination
will be wind turbines on a location that have the largest energy output in winter. The
storage capacity and solar area needed in a stand-alone system can thus be reduced.

Figure 3.1 Solar hydrogen energy system for a village

Elect:icity

PV Cells

Roof

I

Building.

Converter
J.
I

Electrolyser

l

Fuel Cell

r

,.

Energy Supply

I

Basement

Hydrogen
Storage

Figure 3.2 Solar hydrogen energy system for a residential building
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3.1.2 Thermal Energy Supply
Thennal energy supply is another important consideration for households. Space
heating is especially difficult for a solar system because heating is needed during
wintertime when there is less solar energy available. There are two different systems
considering that if the thennal energy is utilized in the solar/wind hydrogen systems.
Olle is the all-electrical system which will supply all the loads with electricity. This
system needs large components due to the exc1usive lise of high grade energy electricity. For all-electrical systems, it is crucial to find an efficient solution to meet
the heating and cooling demand of households. Firstly, heating and cooling represent
a relatively large portion of energy demand of households, which will influence the
total energy loads substantially. Secondly, it is necessary to find a more energy-saving
war to supply the heating and cooling to households as the renewable hydrogen
energy system is an environmentally friendly system itself.
Heat pump seems to represent a promising solution to the heating and cooling demand
of households, especially for the stand-alone system in a remote area. H is more
energy efficient and cost-effective compared with other traditional residential heating
and cooling systems. By definition, a heat pump is a machine which moves heat. In
the winter, a heat pump draws heat from the outdoor air and circulates it through ducts
into the house. During the summer, it reverses the process and draws heat from
interior air and releases it outdoors. So the heat pump can serve both as air conditioner
and heater. The drawback of the heat pump is that it is preferred to be installed in
areas where winter temperatures do not get too low ifwithout backup system.
Generally speaking, heat pumps with higher efficiency are more expensive than
traditional counterparts. However, because they utilize less electricity, they are
actuallYmore cost-effective in the long ron. Heat pump could also be used for water
heating. Heat pump water heaters are an energy-efficient war to heat water with
electricity, typically providing the same amount of hot water at one-half to one-third
the energy used in electric resistance water heaters (pacific Northwest National
Laboratory, 1995).
Another system is electrical and thennal system. The electrical and thennal system is
competitive, especially when the electrical system can not supply enough electricity to
cover the whole load. There are two possible sources to get thennal energy from the
solar/wind hydrogen system. Olle is from solar thennal collectors which will take up
some space from photovoltaic panels. Flat plate collectors are the most common
thennal collectors for small scale systems. The most common war of storing solar
thennal energy is to heat water. The advantage of this storage method is that the
storage media is cheap and the technology is well known. Water also has a high
thennal capacity. The advantage of using solar thennal collector is that the efficiency
of solar collector is 5 to 8 times higher than PV cells and solar collector is much
cheaper than PV cells (S Momer, 1995). Another source is from fuel cells waste heat.
H is possible to lise the heat produced from fuel cells to provide hot water for
households. H will increase the system efficiency hut the complexity and costs of
whole system will also increase.

8

The combination of solar thermal collector and fuel cells "waste" heat could be used
for water and grace heating. The advantage of using thermal energy for households
heating is that it will reduce the loads of renewable hydrogen system, and
consequently the sizes and costs of components. There are different possible
configurations for thermal energy system, inc1udingusing heat pump, solar heat, fuel
cells waste heat or combining them together in different ways. The different
approaches for thermal energy supply is illustrated in figure 3.3.
Solar Thermal
Collectors

Hot
Tap Water

Fuel Cells
Waste Heat

Solar/Wind
Electricity

Heating
Households

Cooling
Households

Figure 3.3 Thermal Energy Supply of the SolarIWind Hydrogen System
for Households
Which approach is better for the renewable energy system depends on the specific
conditions of applications, especially the weather conditions. For example, in a cold
area where heating is the major consideration and solar energy is well available during
wintertime, it would be a better choice to adopt a solar thermal system together with
fue! cells waste heat. For a relatively warmer area where grace heating and cooling are
both needed, and it is not sunny enough during wintertime, a heat pump will be a
obvious better choice, which is supplied by the energy stored in hydrogen from the
solar energy ofwintertime as well as summertime, or together from wind energy.

3.2 Introduction to Main System Components
3.2.1 Primary Electricity Production
3.2.1.1 Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics are solid state semiconductor devices that convert light directly inta
direct current electricity. When the sunlight strikes the cells, a flow of e1ectrons is
generated proportional to the intensity of the sunlight and the area of the cell. The
power produced by a photovoltaic system is the product of incident solar radiation (8),
the PV system' s energy conversion efficiency (1"])and the area of solar panel (A) : P =
Sx1"]xA. Economic consideration has always been crucial in choosing a solar system,
i.e. to choose the cheapest way to produce electricity with full considerations of the
efficiency, cost and stability ofthe system.
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Each solar cell produces approximately one-half volt. Single PV cells are connected
electrically to form PV modules, which are the building blocks of PV systems.
Although individual PV cells produce only small amounts of electricity, PV modules
are manufactured with varying electrical outputs ranging from a few watts to more
than 100 watts of direct current (DC) electricity. The modules can be connected into
PV arrays for powering a wide variety of electrical equipment. The photovoltaic
panels are usually mounted on the roof of the house, preferably on a south-facing
slope. This modularity is an advantage of the photovoltaic system.
Two primary types of PV technologies available commercially are crystalline silicon
and thin film. In crystalline-silicon technologies, individual PV cells are cut from
large single crystals or from ingots of crystalline silicon. In thin-film PV technologies,
the PV material is deposited on glass or thin metal thai mechanically supports the cell
or module. Thin film PV are inherently cheaper to produce than crystalline silicon hut
are not as efficient.
3.2.1.2 Wind Turbines
Wind turbines are already supplying economically competitive e1ectricitythroughout
the world. Wind turbine hardware and management experienee are available in the
marketplace. Today's best machines can convert about 40% of the wind' s energy to
mechanical energy. The overall efficiency of conversion to electricity is about 35%
(VS Department of Energy, 1996). A wind turbine has an expected useful life of
around twenty years. Wind power plants have shown themselves to be reliable and
durable.
Wind speed is basic to a wind turbine's productivity. The power in the wind in watts
1
is P= -2 pA V3, where p is the air density, A the area intercepting the wind, and V the
wind' s velocity. Air density varies with temperature and elevation. Warm air is less
dense than cold air and packs less energy. Power in the wind is a cubic function of
speed. Even a small increase in wind speed can substantially boost the power in the
wind. So it is very important to find the windiest sites for wind power production.
Wind speed also varies with height above the ground. And because wind speed
increases with height above ground, designers must trade off increased output power
on tall towers against the increased cosi of taller towers.
The distribution of the wind energy collected is somewhat influenced by the choice of
the wind turbine. If the wind blows evenly and with a low velocity, a wind turbine
thai can convert the wind energy at low wind speeds, should be chosen. If in another
case the wind will have periods with no or little wind hut in short periods the wind
will blow hard, a wind turbine thai will have a higher rated wind speed might be a
better choice.
Olle of the advantages of wind plants is modularity, which offers substantial cosi
savings over traditional, large power stations. Wind plant' s minimum economic size is
small compared to thai of conventionai generation technologies. The unit cosi per
kilowatt of capacity is relatively insensitive to plant size.
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3.2.2 Hydrogen Production and Handling
3.2.2.1 Electrolyzer and DC/DC Converter
The electrolyzer decomposes water inta hydrogen and oxygen. An electrolyzer cell is
a sandwich of two electrodes on the outside, with the electrolyte in the middle, fixed
in a porous material. Applying a direct current between the two electrodes
decomposes the water inta hydrogen (cathode) and oxygen (anode). The necessary
exchange of charge occurs through the flow of ions. In order to keep the produced
gasses isolated, the two reaction areas are separated by an ian conducting separator
diaphragm. The production of gages can be increased by connecting maTe cells in
paralleI.
The efficiency of electrolysis is about 60% nowadays. Same of the loss is due to
electrical resistance in the circuit. Modem advanced electrolyzers are optimized for
high efficient results at low operation voltages, while on the other hand photovoltaic
generators normally operate with a high system voltage. The mismatch between PVarrayand electrolyzer may reduce the overall efficiency of the system dramatically
without the lise of DC/DC converter. Another problem with many electrolyzers is the
degradation of the electrodes and for the biopolar electrolyzer a growing distance
between the electrodes due to swelling of the frame that will cause an increased
resistance and thereby higher voltage over the cells. The increased voltage may over
time cause amismatch between the PV-cell and electrolyzer curves. Thus it is
convenient to lise a DC-DC-converter to transform the voltage leveIs. The converter
also adds controI possibilities.
DC/DC converter has a varying input voltage from the PV-array or wind turbine and a
voltage output that fits the electrolyzer. Compared with direct coupling, this gives an
improved overall efficiency and additionally allows magnitudes variance of
photovoltaics, wind turbines or electrolysis without unnecessary losses. It gives a
betteT lise of the energy from the PV-arrayand wind turbine, hut increases the
complexity and cost of the system.
3.2.2.2 Alternative Hydrogen Production Approaches
Hydrogen can also be obtained from water by a variety of other methods that are not
currently feasible for large-scale production, hut are the targets of research and
development activities. These inc1ude photoconversion, which tiges biological
organisms or synthetic material to split water, and photoelectrochemical processes,
which lise semiconductors to generate an electric charge to cause the water-splitting
activity. These methods lise solar energy to take electrons from water and lise these
electrons to produce hydrogen, which does not go through the separate electric
generation step required by electrolysis. They are in the early research and
development stages, hut have strong potential for being cost-effective production
systems.
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Photoconversion couples a light-absorbing system with a water-splitting catalyst - a
substance to initiate or speed up a chemical reaction. Many recent research activities
in photoconversion are focusing on artificiai photosynthesis for energy production,
which mimic the function of the natural photosynthetic system. There are also same
other methods to produce hydrogen from solar energy such as concentrated solar
thermal energy. These non-electrolysis methods are not considered in this studyas
they are not technically stable enough for practical applications. Same significant
technical improvements are still needed for applying those new approached into
renewable hydrogen energy systems.
3.2.2.3 Hydrogen Storage
Storing hydrogen can be done in three major approaches: in compressed form, liquid
form and by chemical bonding. Research inta future storage technologies focuses on
solid-state storage using gas-an-solid adsorption in materials such as high surface-area
carbon, or absorption in the interstices of ametal hydride.
Compression of hydrogen is carried out in the same way as for natural gas. Almost all
common natural gas compressors can be easily modified to be suitable for hydrogen.
Compressed gas is stored at 140 to 170 bar and currently requires large, heavy
containers. Common materials for storage canisters are mild steel, aluminum, and
composites. Because of the logarithmic relationship between pressure and work
required for compression, the increased energy required for a higher filling pressure is
not that great. Thus the compression from 0.1 to 30 MPa needs only 10% maTeenergy
than the compression from 0.1 to 20 MPa (W Zittel et al., 1996). So the choice of the
highest pressure level is primarily dependent on the maximum permitted pressure that
the storage tank can withstand.
Liquid hydrogen is 845 times the density of the gas hut at -253 degrees C. It requires
almost thirty percent of its energy to cool and compress it enough to liquefy it. Solidstate systems chemically or physically bind hydrogen to a solid material. Metal and
liquid hydrides and adsorbed carbon compounds are the principal methods of bonding
hydrogen chemically. The hydrogen attaches to the surface ofthe solid and is released
by changing temperature and pressure leveis.
3.2.3 Secondary Electricity Production - Fuel Cells
Fuel cells produce electricity through an electrochemical reaction between hydrogen
and oxygen. Oxygen is taken from air. The basic fuel cell structure consists of an
electrolyte within a support matrix sandwiched between two e1ectrodes(the anade and
the cathode). The energy stored in hydrogen is converted directly inta low-voltage,
DC electricity. The difference between a battery and a fuel cell is that the fuel cell
does not have any internai storage of chemical energy, hut the energy is supplied from
a separate source. Fuel cells can essentially be a continuous source of e1ectricalpower.
Olle of the most attractive characteristics of fuel cells is its high efficiency, with
hydrogen to electricity conversion at up to 70% efficiency. Furthermore, it has the
ability to cogenerate, i.e. to produce hot water and low-temperature steam at the same
12
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time as it generates electricity. Thermal energy produced in the generation process can
be recaptured and used to heat air or water for households lise.
A single cell has no practical value due to its low voltage (05-1.0 V). For any practical
application a stack of cells connected in series is required. The number of cells in
stack is determined by the required voltage. Many of the advantages of fuel cell power
systems are attribute to their modularity. Fuel cell power plants can achieve high
efficiency independent of plant scale. Thus, fuel cell power plants can be configured
in a wide range of electrical output, ranging from watts to megawatts. The modular
nature offuel cells allows capacity to be added wherever it's needed.
In addition to its relatively constant efficiency over a wide range of operating
conditions, a fuel cell system also has a very fast reactive power response. Moreover,
fuel cells systems have a good part load behaviour, are easy to operate, require short
construction times due to a high level of modularity, and should need low
maintenance since no rotating parts are needed. The high reliability of a fuel cell
system willlargely result from the modularity of the stacks and stack components, but
should also be attributable to their lack of highly stressed moving parts operating
under extreme conditions and to their ease of maintenance.
There are five tYres of fuel cells available nowadays, classified by the tYre of
electrolyte. The different fuel cells and their operating characteristics are shown in
table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Classification of fuel cells
Fuel Cells
Alkaline Fuel Cell
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

Temperature
60-90°C
50-80°C
160-220°C
620-660°C
800-1000°C
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Efficiency
50-60%
50-60%
40-50%
60-65%
55-65%

Electrolyte
35-50% KOR
Polymer Membrane
Phosphoric Acid
Molten Carbonate
Zr02 N 2 °3

4 Technical and Economical Analyses of Components
4.1 Photovoltaics Systems
Photovoltaic systems basically can be divided inta concentrating and nonconcentrating systems. Concentrating systems lise a lens to concentrate sunlight inta
small, high-efficiency cells. The greater light intensity means that more power is
generated by the cell, so a given amount of power can be produced using a smaller
quantity of semiconductor material. This approach minimizes the amount of
expensive semiconductor material used, but does require the lise of a tracking system.
Photovoltaic arrays can be mounted on a tracking system that allows the array to
follow the Stillas it moves across the sky. Tracking systems make more efficient lise
of available sunlight. Since concentrating system can lise direct sunlight only, they
must frack the sun preciselyand do not work under cloudy conditions. They are,
therefore, especially suited to mostly cloudless locations and must be constantly
aligned to the Still.
Modem two-axis trackers are quite reliable and require little maintenance, but they are
also relativelyexpensive. Because of this added complexity and the requirement for
accurate tracking, photovoltaic concentrator modules are generally used only in large
scale systems. A substantiai initial investment is required to purchase such large
systems, so concentrators have not yet made significant headway in the commercial
marketplace. The efficiency and cost comparisons of concentrating system and flat
plate system in 1995 and prospect for 2005 are shown in the table 4.1.
The simplest and most frequently used design in the 100kWe output range consists of
non-concentrating, fixed structures. Crystalline silicon flat plate collectors are the
most developed and prevalent tyre in lise today. Although making PV cells and
modules requires advanced technology, they are very simple to lise. Once installed, a
PV array generally requires no maintenance other than an occasional cleaning due to
having no moving or wearing parts.
According to the technology and economical status and prospect, the crystalline
silicon flat plate system is generally more suitable PV system for the small scale solar
hydrogen system aiming at households application than other systems. It is not cost
effective to introduce complex and expensive tracking and concentrating systems in a
small scale solar hydrogen system, especially for a remote village application.
The quoted price in 1995 for the cost of large-scale PV is $4 per peak watt. Smaller
systemswill be moreexpensiveon a per-wattbasis.Projectionsthrough2004 indicate
a steady decline to an average module manufacturing cost of $1.25 per peak watt by
2004 (National Center for Photovoltaics, 1999). Each watt of PV array will generally
produce between 2 and 6 watt-hours of energy per day depending on the season and
location. According to the calculations of Department of Energy of u.S., PVproduced dc electricity costs $0.14 to $0.36/kWh in 1995, and that $0.06 to
$0.09/kWh is achievable in 10 years (National Center for Photovoltaics, 1999). This
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east generally limits the eurrent applieation of PV to areas whieh are not served by an
existing utility grid.
Table 4.1 Photovoltaic Efficiencies And Costs (DOE Information Bridge, 1996)
PV Systems

Present Day

Ten Years

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Flat Plate

2

15%
$250/m 2

$IOO/m2

$75/m2

12%

Module effieieney
Module east

$400/m

Balanee-of-system east
Operation and maintenanee east/rear
Lifetime (years)
Coneentrators

20

$2/m 2
25

18%

21%

$3/m

Module effieieney
Coneentrator module east

2

$600/m

2

$100/m 2

Balanee-of-system east
Traeking east
Operation and maintenanee east/rear
Lifetime (years)

$100/m

2

$3.75/m 2
15

$400/m

2

$90/m 2
$75/m 2
$2.50/m 2
20

4.2 Electrolyzers
Two major types of eleetrolyzer are Alkaline Eleetrolyzer and Proton Exehange
Membrane Eleetrolyzers. Alkaline water eleetrolyzers have been in lise eommereially
for sometime. Both unipolar and bipolar designs are available. Eleetrolyzer
Corporation of Toronto, Canada, the world's largest produeer of eommereial
eleetrolyzer systems, estimated that the east of its unipolar alkaline system would be
about $400/kW, with a range of $250/kW to $600/kW (DOE Information Bridge,
1995). PEM eleetrolyzers exhibit higher effieieney while operating at signifieantly
higher eurrent densities when eompared to the advaneed alkaline eleetrolyzers. PEM
eleetrolyzers are eommereially available and beeoming the facils of manufactures and
researehes reeently.
A key point that must be made is that world wide interest in PEM fuel cells, the
reverse of PEM eleetrolyzers, is extremely high. The teehnology base being
established for PEM fuel cell will c1earlyaeeelerate PEM eleetrolyzer development.
Thus the PEM eleetrolyzer seems to be more promising in the future. In principle,
PEM eleetrolyzers should be less costlyand more user friendly for the home
environment than the alkaline electrolyzers. These benefits are offset by the need for
potentially expensive eatalysts and fragile membranes.
Same have argued that PEM eleetrolyzers should east even less than PEM fuel cells,
beeause the eleetrolysis operation is inherently less eomplex than the fuel cell process
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wherein the reactive gages must be introduced over a large area in proper ratios. The
goal of U.S. Department of Energy is to achieve a cost of $300/kW for stationary fuel
cells (DOE Infonnation Bridge, 1995). The appropriate comparison for electrolyzers
is $300/kW; if stationary fuel cells could be built for $300/kW, then industry should
be able to build electrolyzers for less than $300/kW.
The efficiency and operating&maintenance cost status and prospects of electrolyzer
are show in table 4.2. Operating efficiencies lie in the 50-60% range for the smaller
electrolyzers and around 65-70% for the larger plants.
Table 4.2 Electrolyzer Efficiency And Cost (DOE Information Bridge, 1996)
Electrolyzer
Efficiency
Operating &Maintenance cost
as percent of initial cost
Lifetime (years)

Present Day
60%
10%
20

Ten Years
70%
7.5%
25

4.3 Hydrogen Storage
The advantages of liquid and solid hydrogen storage systems are not attractive for the
renewable hydrogen system because volume densityand weight are not critical factors
for stationary applications. Nonnally it is not difficult to get enough grace to install
the hydrogen storage system in a village or a building. Storage efficiency and system
costs are the major considerations in these applications instead.
The advantage of liquid hydrogen is its high volume density. However, it is difficult
to store and the insulated tank required may be large and bulky. Cryogenic liquid
hydrogen requires significant energy consumption for the liquefaction process, and it
is expensive. Up to 40% of the energy content in the hydrogen can be lost (D Hart,
1998). Solid-state storage system is safer than physical storage systems due to low
loading pressure, and could potentially store more hydrogen per unit volume. But it is
also more expensive and heavier. Gaseous storage is the best way to store hydrogen in
the small energy system for households applications, which is simpler, cheaper and
more reliable.
There are two different approaches to store hydrogen gas. Olle system is to fUll the
PEM electrolyzer at high pressure so the gaseous hydrogen is already compressed for
storage. The other system is to operate the cell at low pressure and then pressurize the
hydrogen and oxygen for storage using a compressor.

The advantage of the high pressure system is that it does not require additional energy
input to store the hydrogen. A drawback of this system is that the high pressures can
produce a large amount of hydrogen crossover due to higher gas solubility. In addition
to a loss in work, this mixture of hydrogen with oxygen represents a safety hazard
because it is an explosive mixture. Another requirement is a system of injecting liquid
water at high pressure. The pump used to inject the water represents an energy
16
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consuming device. Another drawback to the high pressure system is that it is less
efficient than operating at low pressure. As the pressure of the cell increases, the
potential needed to electrolyze the water increases.
Another system is to ron the electrolyzer at ambient pressure and lise a compressor to
store the hydrogen. The drawback of this system is that the compressor is an energy
consuming device with moving parts. However, this system does not have high
hydrogen crossover problems or the increased inefficiency due to high pressure.
Another advantage of the low pressure system is that there are fewer high pressure
components. For the low pressure system, the storage tank is the only high pressure
component. So the low pressure system is favored over the high pressure system for
hydrogen storage.

4.4 Fuel cell systems
4.4.1 Alkaline ruel cells

A major disadvantageof AFCs is that alkalineelectrolytesdo not reject ca

2

. AFCs

are highly sensitive to poisoning by both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The
consequence of this property is that AFCs are currently restricted to specialized
applications where pure H 2 anda 2 are utilized. AFC is being phased out in the U.S.
where its only lise has been in space vehic1es (J.H. Hirschenhofer et al., 1998). The
AFC is not considered for this renewable hydrogen system due to the challenge to
economicallyremove ca 2 from air. It will increase the cost and complexity of the
system. Another reason is that the projected lifetime of AFC (15,000h) is short
comparing with PEMFC (>40,000h) and PAFC (40,000 h) (J.H. Hirschenhofer et al.,
1998).
4.4.2 Polymer Electrolyte Fuel cells
Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC), also known as proton exchange membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC), are very attractive as a power source for various transportation and
stationary applications. PEMFC deliver high power density, which offers low weight,
cost, and volume. The immobilized electrolyte membrane simplifies sealing in the
production process, reduces corrosion, and provides for longer cell and stack life. The
only liquid in this fuel cell is water, thus corrosion problems are minimal. Water
management in the membrane is critical for efficient performance. The PEMFC
system is seen as the system of choice for vehicular power applications, hut is also
being developed for smaller scale stationary power.
Another valuable characteristic of PEMFC is that the reactions in the fuel cell are
reversible. When a electric power-supply is connected to the both electrodes and water
is injected in the fuel cell, the cell will produce oxygen gas and hydrogen gas. So the
fuel cell could also be designed to operate in reverse as an electrolyzer, then electricity
can be used to convert the water back inta hydrogen and oxygen. This dual-function
system is known as a reversible or unitized regenerative fuel cell and commercially
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available now. Proton Energy Systems Inc. recently announced their new productProton Exchange Membrane Unitized Regenerative Fuel Cell Energy Storage System.
The performance of this system is better than that of separate fuel cells and
electrolyzers. It is a promising development direction for efficiency improvement and
cost reduction ofhydrogen energy system.
The major challenge for applications of PEMFC is economic, namely significantly
reducing the costs of proton-conducting membrane and the platinum-catalyzed
electrodes. There has been an accelerated interest in PEMFC within the last few years,
which has led to improvements in both cost and performance.
4.4.3. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells
Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) are the most mature fuel cells in terms of
technological advancement and readiness for commercialization. State-of-the-art
PAFC power plants range from 25 KW to 4.6 MW, and the nominal economic targets
of a 40,000 hours lifetime and a stack cost of less than $400/kW have been achieved
for the fuel cell stacks (J.H. Hirschenhofer et al., 1998). The rejected heat from the
cell is high enough in temperature to heat water or air in a system operating at
atmospheric pressure. Phosphoric acid fuel cells generate electricity at more than 40%
efficiency, and nearly 85% if steam this fuel cell produces is used for cogeneration
(U.S. Department of Defense,1999).
The most recent intended application of the PAFC system is for on-site integrated
energy systems to provide electrical and heat (space heating, hot water) energy for
apartment buildings, shopping centers, hospitals, hotels, etc. Phosphoric acid
technology does not lend itself well to small-scale applications due to the support
systems required to manage liquid acids at such high operating temperatures, the lise
of more expensive metal catalysts such as platinum, and greater maintenance
requirements.
4.4.4 Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells
The MCFC tiges non-noble metal electrodes and has an electrolyte of molten alkali
metal carbonates in aporous ceramic tile. The higher operating temperature of
MCFCs provides the opportunity for achieving higher overall system efficiencies and
greater flexibility in the lise of available fuels. A number of technical problems such
as corrosion and reliability still have to be solved. It is expected that
commercialization will take 5-1 Oyears (European Commission, 1998).

4.4.5 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Solid oxide technology operates at even higher temperatures than MCFCs. Due to
these extremely high operating temperatures, design and operation issues are very
challenging. The high temperature of the SOFC places stringent requirements on its
materials. The development of suitable materials and the fabrication of ceramic
structures are presently the key technical challenges facing SOFCs.
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Noticeable development activities for SOFC is being carried out worldwide recently.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) started a cooperation project recently toward a
dramatic reduction in the cost of fue1cells. The cost-reduction goal is to bring fuel cell

power plant costs down to a lange of $400to $600per kilowatt- or roughlyhalf the
projected costs oftoday's technology (DOE News, 1999). The new projects will focus
on the ceramic-based SOFC, with both electrodes and electrolyte manufactured from
ceramic materials. DOE has set a goal of achieving 40,000-hour life expectancies for
stacks in power plants. Shell and Siemens are also starting a cooperation project to
foster the technical and commercial development of SOFc.
4.4.6 Analyses and Conclusions
Fue1cells represent a promising c1eanand efficient energy conversion technology, hut
they are not yet capable of competing with established technologies. All kinds of fuel
cells are facing the same cost problem which is the major obstac1efor its widespread
applications. A large research, development and demonstration effort is still needed to
solve technical and reliability problems and to bring the costs of fuel cells down to
acceptable leveIs.
Today the interests in the research and application of fue1cell technology are mainly
focusing on transport field. The society has more interests in mobile applications of
fuel cells because it is an effective solution to the air pollution coming from
transportation, which is widely concemed. The prices of fuel cells are projected to
decrease substantially with rapidly increasing production and commercial
applications. However, the fuel cell itself is more suitable for stationary applications
from technological point of view. The choices of fuel cells could be more flexible in
stationary applications without strict volume and weight limitations. It also gives the
possibility to choose relatively cheaper fuel cells for the renewable hydrogen energy
system to increase its economic feasibility.
Low-temperature fuel cells (PAFC and PEFC) require noble metal electrocatalysts to
achieve practical reaction rates at the anade and cathode. With high-temperature fuel
cells (MCFC, SOFC), the requirements for catalysis are relaxed, and the number of
potential fuels expands. However, MCFC and SOFC systems are not in so advanced a
stage of development as the PAFC and PEMFc.
PAFC and PEMFC are possible choices nowadays for this renewable hydrogen
system. PEMFC is more promising to expect considerable cost reduction and
performance improvements in the near future as it is the main focus of extensive
researches for transport applications. PEMFC are also ideal for low temperature
cogeneration of heat and e1ectricityfor households.
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5 System Analyses
5.1 Technical Analyses
The renewable hydrogen energy system needs virtually no basic engineering breakthrough. All components of the system exist and only need gradual development. A
demonstration project is possible to be built today.
The design, optimization, and integration procedure of the renewable hydrogen energy
system is very complex because of the number of required systems, components and
functions. Many possible design options and trade-offs exist that ultimately affect
system costs, efficiency, complexity and reliability. Although a detailed discussion of
the system optimization and integration is not within the scope of this thesis, a few of
the most common system optimization areas are examined.
The most energy efficient approach to supply electricity to households is to lise the
solar-electricity directly as much as possible when the solar energy is available during
daytime. The supply system (figure 5.1) which combines the electricity from
photovoltaic cells and fuel cells will improve the system efficiency during daytime
when solar energy is available.
Photovoltaics

Hydrogen
Storage

IFuel

cells

I

Figure 5.1 Supply system with electricity coming from photovoltaics and fuel cells
The working principles for the system are (during daytime):
1. When there is no loads demand, all the electricity from photovoltaic cells will
go to hydrogen storage.
2. When there is a loads demand, there are two different conditions.
2.1 If solar electricity > loads demand,
then solarelectricity- loads demand = hydrogenstorage;
2.2 If solar electricity < loads demand,
then loadsdemand- solar electricity = fuelcell output.
There is a difference when this system is used for 100 households instead of Olle
household. If the system is used to supply energy to Olle household, then it is
obviously that it is the most efficient way to supply electricity to household directly
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from photovoltaies during sunny daytime. If this system is used for Ollevillage with a
number of households, the eomplexity of the controI system will inerease. Power
eonditioning is also needed for eaeh household, whieh will inerease the system eosts.
There is a balanee between energy effieieney and east effieieney. The east
effeetiveness of the system will depend on the balanee between the saved energy and
inereased eosts due to inereased controI systems and power eonditioning. The
eomparison ofthese systems should be analyzed in afuture study.
The weather eondition is eritieal to design and apply this solar/wind hydrogen energy
system. The system is restricted to the areas where solar or wind energy are abundant
year around. Wellloeated systems will eliminate the need to lise seasonaI storage. The
eleetrolyzer must be able to deliver sufficient hydrogen to eover the expeeted average
fuel cell eonsumption, plus enough reserve capacity to handle surge loads. The
oxygen produeed in this system eould also be considered valuable if there is sueh a
loeal demand for pure oxygen. The storage tanks must store hydrogen both to
aeeommodate intermittent produetion and irregular load profiles. Even with
eleetrolyzer surge faetor of 1.5 for residentiaI units, at least 3 days of storage are
required. At bad loeations where available solar and wind energy is not enough during
wintertime, the seasonaI storage is neeessary and a mueh larger tank is needed.
The effieieney of a fuel cell is higher at part load than at fullload. So fuel cells can be
operated very effieiently with small loads. This advantage is very suitable for
households applieation as the loads fluetuate from time to time and the design
capacity has to be large enough to eover predietable maximum load.
Broadly speaking, the renewable hydrogen energy system eould be applied for remote
eommunities in industrialized eountries or in developing eountries. Eaeh has its own
particular requirements and design eonstraints. For example, system reliability,
quaIity of power and eompetitiveness can be more important than east of power for
eommunities in industrialized eountries. For eommunities in developing eountries
simplicity of maintenanee is a prime consideration. The system should be designed
sueh that maintenanee is required only at infrequent intervals. It is not diffieult to
aehieve from the experienee of different renewable eleetrieity systems running all
over the world.

5.2 Economic Analyses
The eosts of the system include the installation east as well as operation and
maintenanee eosts. The initial investment of the renewable hydrogen system is
extremely high but the operating and maintenanee east is low. All these eosts have
been decreasing with constant striving for eost-effeetiveness, thereby lowering the
east of energy. As the sueeess of the installation depends heavily on qualified
operation, maintenanee and repair (OMR) staff, a training programme will be needed.
The east of these may have to be included in the installation eosts.
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The efficiency and capital investment of solar hydrogen system are shown in figure
5.1, and system efficiency = 10%x 60 %x60 % x90% = 3.2 %. The efficiency of the
system exc1udingPV-cells is 32%.
400$/kW

80$/kW
Conditioner

Electrolyzer
I

60%

10%

Solar energy

Electricity

60%
Hydrogen

90%
Electricity

Households

Figure 5.2 Efficiency and Capital Investment Analysis of Solar Hydrogen System
The power conditioner is not necessary if the facilities of households could lise DC
electricity. The efficiency of dc to ac conversion is over 90%, and the projected
capital cost of power conditioner is about $75 per kilowatt (Leo et al., 1993). Other
efficiencies and costs estimations of figure 5.1 come from charter 3 and 4 of this
thesis.
So the efficiency of the system is still low and the investment is very high. The
bottleneck of system efficiency is the efficiency of photovoltaic cells. Despite
continuous decrease in the price of components, the cost of electricity from the solar
hydrogen system still remains much greater than that of power from traditional power
plants. Intensive research in improvement of system efficiency and cost reduction is
still needed before the commercial applications of the system. Overriding aim is to
optimize system design and reduce the cost that produce electricity at the lowest
possible price per kWh.
The renewable hydrogen system will become more competitive if social or externai
costs are considered, such as pollution and human health. Not all costs of
conventionai generation are reflected in the price of electricity. Environmental
impacts from conventionai sources (for example, air pollution from fossil-fueled
plants and radiation exposure from nuc1earplants) exact costs from society at large.
Environmental and safety regulations internalize some of these costs by increasing the
cost of generation. However well-intentioned, regulation has failed to internalize all
the social costs of conventionai generation. This is particularly true for the costs of
pollutant emissions that meet air quaiity standards. Even though these emissions meet
society' s accepted limits, they still exact a social or environmental cost, for example
through additional sickness and death. Capital investment for renewable hydrogen
systems is currently expected to be very expensive per unit of energy, hut the system
is emission free. Production costs and "external" environmental costs must also be
factored into any economic comparison of these systems.
Apparently the renewable hydrogen energy systems are not economically competitive
nowadays compared with traditional energy systems based on fossil fuel. But the
system will become more and more attractive in the future. It is because the fossil fuel
prices will increase with the depletion of the limited non-renewable resources, and the
prices of the renewable hydrogen energy systems will decrease rapidly with the
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process of mass production. The change pattem is shown in Figure 5.2. When will the
renewable hydrogen energy system become competitive depends on the speeds of
fossil fuel depletion and the mass production of renewable hydrogen systems.

Prices

Price of Energy from
Fossil Fuel Based Systems
Price ofEnergy from
Renewable Hydrogen Systems
Time
Now

Figure 5.3

Future

Prospect Of System Costs Comparing With
Fossil Fuel Based Energy Systems

To stimulate the development and mass production of the renewable hydrogen
systems, some strategies have to be made from both the industries and govemments.
On the Olle hand, the energy industries should find some niche markets for the
commercialization of the renewable systems, such as power supply to the remote
communities. On the other hand, the govemment should improve the environmental
regulations to favor the environment-friendly technologies. It is crucial for the
govemments to increase the green taxes to better the economic competitiveness of the
renewable energy system.

5.3 Environmental Analyses
The environmental advantages of the renewable hydrogen energy system are obvious.
At first, the whole system is a zero-emission system during its energy production
process. The second is that the energy production only lise renewable resources,
solar/wind and water. So the system is a sustainable energy production system.
In this context it should be noted that the benefits of the solar/wind hydrogen energy
system must be considered over its entire life cyc1e.For example, although there is no
emissions at all during power generation process, there is still energy consumption,
material lise, and pollution during the manufacture and construction processes of
photovoltaics, electrolyzers, and fuel cells. There is also a lower capability for the
recyc1ingofused materials. The overall energy and pollution balance of the renewable
hydrogen system depends on the service life of the system. The service life of PV
systems and electrolysers is 20-25 years, lifetime of wind turbines is 20 years, and
fuel cells have relatively shorter lifetime which is around 5 years. The long service life
of the solar/wind hydrogen energy systems makes the overall energy and pollution
balance c1earlypositive. All in all, few power-generation technologies have as little
impact on the environment as renewable hydrogen energy systems.
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The whole system operates very quietly except wind turbines, which may be noisy.
Same consideration of noise should be given when siting wind turbines eloge to
houses. For the hydrogen system which is eloge to the households, special attention
must be paid to safety. Hydrogen is often considered to be a dangerous gas. Handled
the right way, hydrogen should not be more dangerous than other energy carriers like
methane and petroleum. Since hydrogen can neither be seen nor smelled, a safety
precaution should be considered. Hydrogen leak detectors are commercially available
to assure the safety of the system in cageof hydrogen leakage.
However there will still be more or less same psychological barrier for the application
of the system conceming the safety of hydrogen. Actually hydrogen is much safer
than most people think it is. So same kinds of education programme might be needed
to relieve the fear of people toward hydrogen. People will build up their confidence on
the safety characteristic of hydrogen once they get familiar with the hydrogen
technology and its wide applications all over the world. Thus a number of
demonstration projects all over the world are important to disseminate the message
that hydrogen is capable of storing energy to meet households needs and it is safe.
Utilizing solar and wind energy with hydrogen will have strong environmental effect,
to promote the concept of using renewable and elean resources and protect the
environment. Although the provision of e1ectricityand environmental protection are
the most obvious benefits of the system, it is worthwhile assessing same other socialeconomic effects. The improvements in quaiity of life that can result from the
deployment of a renewable hydrogen energy system can not be underestimated.

5.4 Sustainability Analyses
The world primary energy consumption is projected to grow at an annual rate of 2.6%
during 1993-2010 to provide for a GDP growth of 2.9% (Bharat Petroleum, 1993).
Prediction for the future growth of the photovoltaic industry vary enormously
depending on the source. The most optimistic scenario estimates that renewab1e
energy sources will expand to account for 10% of the world's total energy
consumption by the year 2010, and the solar power will increase its standing within
the group of renewable energy sources to 10% (equivalent to 1% of global energy
consumption) . This would signify an annual growth rate of more than 52% for solar
power. With the most conservative scenario, solar energy production by the year 2010
should reach around 800 MW, which wou1dstill mean an average growth rate of over
15% per year ( F Figge et al., 1998).
Despite surprisingly fast growth rates in the last few years, photovoltaic production
across the globe is still extremely low at 0.004%, or around 400 MW compared with
total energy capacity of 10 million MW worldwide ( F Figge et al., 1998). Solar
energy is only of interest for niche applications where it offers elear advantages over
other technologies, such as providing power for houses in remote locations. Olle
major obstaele to solar/wind energy utilization has been the lack of efficient and costeffective storage methods. The hydrogen storage system is a promising solution to the
problem with its elean, efficient and reliable energy storage. It is superior to the
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traditional battery storage especially when large-scale or long-term energy storage is
needed. The hydrogen storage system can playan important role in stimulating and
accelerating the development of solar and wind energy utilization in alarger scale.
In the areas which are connected to the grid, it is certainly not worthwhile to lise the
renewable hydrogen system nowadays. It is an environmentally freindly system hut
too costly. However in the remore areas where has no coonection to utility grid, the
renewable hydrogen system is an attractive solution. Two billion people, one-third of
the world's population currently does not have electricity. Throughout the world there
are hundreds of thousands of villages, remote communities, and islands which do not
have power or are supplied on an individual basis by small gas or diesel generator
sets, small wind turbines and photovoltaic systems. In many places, due to remoteness
and cost, it is unlikely that a main grid connection will ever be established. The
infrastracture for distributing electricity through grid is costly in areas where are far
away from existing grid or population density is low. It also demands a large amount
of copper consumption, which will exert a pressure on the limited copper resource.
At present, the most common way to supply electricity to remote loads is with a diesel
engine driving a generator set. Diesel generating sets have a low capital cost and high
operating cost. The high costs are due primarily to the cost of purchasing the diesel
fuel and delivering it to where it is needed. Operation and maintenance of the diesel
generators may also contribute to high cost at remote sites. Besides the high operating
costs and consumption of fossil fuel, the disel systems also castle severe pollution.
These problems generate a powerful incentive to find more sustainable alternatives.
The haITier of the applications of hydrogen system is its high costs in its early
development stage. Economically this system can not compete with traditional energy
systems in most situation. But it is especially attractive for remote communities which
are not connected to utility grid. For remote areas, the value of solar/wind energy is
extremely high because of the difficulty and expense of bringing in fuel or building a
power line. The renewable hydrogen system can supply energy with locally available
renewable sources. Other benefits such as reduced emissions and social value of the
electricity, may be more difficult to evaluate in an economic framework, hut should
be included in the assessment. Compared with its alternative, diesel-electric systems
based on fossil fuel, the renewable hydrogen energy system is a more sustainable
solution to remote energy supply. The costs of the system will reduce substantially
when mass production is achieved. The small scale households applications will help
to establish the niche markets for the hydrogen system and accelerate its mass
production process.
This system contributes even more value in developing countries. Many developing
nations are scrambling to expand their power systems to meet the demand for rural
electrification. Rural households in the developing world typically require only a

smallamountof electricity-

generallyjust enoughto powera few electriclights and

a television or radio for three to four hours in the evening. In most cases, the revenue
from such small energy usage does not cover the actual costs of generating and
distributing electricity from a conventionaI power plant. Extending utility service
from the cities to remote villages is aseIdom affordable luxury. Thus renewable
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hydrogen systems, even though they generate little power in comparison to central
power plants, can meet the modest needs of Third World villages. Low per capita
consumption magnifies the system' s benefits because so little e1ectricityis needed to
raise the quality of life. Consequently, deve10pingcountries are turning to wind and
solar energy as a cost-effective way to meet the electrica1needs ofrura1 areas.
The rura1 markets in deve10ping countries include village e1ectrification,power for
medical centers and schoo1s, communications. It is in these regions that renewab1e
hydrogen systems cou1d make the greatest contribution to deve10pment aspirations
and to global environmenta1 goa1s. The deve10ping world markets from this
perspective wou1dbe a key to the 1arge-sca1eproduction that will bring down costs. In
addition, the system offer basic e1ectrification (village power) and may reduce
urbanization through enhancing the qua1ityof life of rura1populations. To open major
markets in deve10ping countries shou1d be a focus for international runds from the
United Nations or World Bank.
As humankind enters the new millennium with ever-increasing energy requirements,
renewab1e hydrogen techno10gy will make a significant contribution to the
sustainability of global civi1ization.
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6

Feasibility Of Applying The System To Chinese
Households

6.1 Why Is This System Suitable For Chinese Households?
Energy shortages and severe environmental pollution caused by the buming of fossil
fuels (particularly coal) are care problems which constraint the development of
China's economy. China suffers from persistent, severe shortages of electricity. Today
over 100 million Chinese people have no electricity, which comes to about 20 million
households (U.S. Embassy, 1997). Growing energy demands are likely to triple coal
consumption and ca 2 emissions by 2025 (World Resource Institute, 1995).
Traditional fuels provide 80 percent of the energy used in rural households in China
(World Resource Institute, 1995). Traditional fuels inc1ude fuelwood, charcoal,
bagasse, and animal and vegetable wastes. Fuelwood is being consumed at an
unsustainable rate, and there are shortages. The unsustainable rural energy
consumption pattern cause exacerbating rural air pollution in China.
China hopes to meet rural energy needs by investing in renewable sources of energy
(wind, solar, hydra, or biomass). China has a rich renewable energy resource hage.
The solar resource is abundant in China with average insolation of 5.9x10 6kJI
m 2year round. More than 2/3 of the area of China has insolation time of above 2,000
hours (Wu, 1997). There is more abundant solar energy in the western parts,
especially in Tibet and XinJiang provinces. The wind resource in China is enormous,
with exploitable wind resources being estimated at around 250 GW by the Ministry of
Electric Power (Golden State Group Corp. , 1999). The wind resource is concentrated
in the north and west regions of China and along the coast. The distribution of wind
resources complements the distribution of coal and water power resources so the
prospects for wind power utilization are excellent.
Renewable energy utilization will bring China great commercial and social benefit,
and play an important role in the improvement of environment. China has wind
energy farms and photovoltaic factories, hut investment in renewables is onlyasmall
fraction of the total energy investment. The development and utilization of renewable
energy will depend on the sustainable development strategies of Chinese govemment
in a large extent, i.e. if it will continue to reinforce environmental regulations and
green taxes.
The renewable hydrogen energy system is a promising candidate for remote
community power supply in China. The disadvantages of the system for households,
which are the limited energy production capacityand high cosi, would be mitigated in
Chinese households applications. At first, the energy demand of a Chinese household
is very low compared to a western household. China is the third largest energy
consumer in the world. However, on a per capita basis, China's energy lise is low. So
it is easier to cover the total energy demand of a Chinese household by hydrogen
energy system than of a western household. Consequently, it makes the system
possible to supply energy to a Chinese village. The cost of the energy system will be
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shared among households, which will increase the cost-effectiveness. What makes the
stand-alone hydrogen energy system more cost-effective is that many rural areas in
China has no e1ectricityavailable and connection to national utilitYgrid is impractical
in the near future. So the most cost-effective application of the system is to supply a
Chinese village in the remote areas.
To promote the lise of renewable hydrogen energy system, it is necessary to build a
demonstration village and deliver solar/wind electric energy to rural households and
educate visitors about the benefits ofrenewable energy. Introducing renewable energy
to the countryside in China faces the same challenges as elsewhere in the world, i.e.,
those who need it most are those who can least afford it. Effective international
cooperation is crucial to set up demonstration systems to remote and rural areas to
improve the living conditions of the local people and help the development of the
local economy. For the households in remote areas where connection to national
utility grid is impossible or impractical, it is possible to get the subsidies from
Chinese govemment. There is also some possibilities to get funding from international
aids aiming at China' s sustainable development. The funding from Chinese
govemment and international society are increasing with the exacerbating problems of
resources depletion and pollution in China.

6.2 System Design For Chinese Households Applications
6.2.1 Define The Energy Needs Of Chinese Households
The energy needs of Chinese households vary with the sizes and living quaiity of
households. The energy needs of typical Chinese households are assumed in table 6.1
for analyses. The energy needs of urban households are divided inta low consumption
pattern and high consumption pattern according to different living quaiity. The data
are based on summer condition, with electric fan and air-conditioner and without
space heating.
Table 6.1 Energy Needs Of Chinese Households In Rural And Urban Areas
Household
Energy Needs
Lighting
TV
Washing Machine
Electrical fan
Refrigerator
Electrical hair drier
Air-conditioner
Electrical cooker
Audio & Video
Total Power Need
Total Energy Need
(kWh per day)

Rural
250W
80W
300W
75W

Urban
(low)
250W
80W
300W
75W
200W

705W

905W

1.65

2.65

Urban
(high)
250W
80W
300W
75W
200W
400W
1000W
1000W
200W
3505W

Using Hours
Per Day
4
5
1/3
2
5
0.25
3
0.5
I

Consumption
(kWh/day)
I
0.4
0.1
0.15
I
0.1
3
0.5
0.2

6.45

-

-

-

-
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All figures of power needs of households equipment come from Chinese national
design standards (Chen, 1993) and the corresponding using hours are estimated
according to normal condition of Chinese households. Taking a Chinese village with
100 households and an urban residentiaI building with 40 households as examples, the
energy needs of the village and the building are calculated below.
Electricity consumption of the village = 1.65xl00 = 165 kWh/Day
Taking 4 kWh/Day as the energy consumption of an average urban household,
the e1ectricityconsumption of the building = 4x40 = 160 kWh/Day
For simplification, assuming 0.5 as the peak load demand coefficient for Olle
household as well as for the village with 100 households and the building with 40
households, taking 0.8 kW for Ollerural household and 2 kW for Olleurban household
as the total power need, then
the power need of each rural household = 0.8xO.5=OAkW;
the power need of the village = OAxlOOxO.5=20kW;
the power need of each urban household = 2xO.5=1kW;
the power need of the building = lx40xO.5=20 kW.
So the power need of a urban residential building with 40 households is the same as
the need of a rural village with 100households.
6.2.2 Calculations Of Components Capacities
The symbols using in the calculations are introduced below:
E = electricity consumption ofthe village per day;

E EL = the e1ectricityneededfor electrolyzing;
11= the hydrogen-to-e1ectricityenergy conversion efficiency;
11FC = the hydrogen-to-electricity energy conversion efficiency of fuel cells;
11PC = the efficiency of power conditioning;
11EL = the efficiency of electrolyzer;
11PV = the efficiency of PV;
11DC = the efficiency of DC-DC converter;
p FC = the power capacity of fuel cells;

p EL = the power capacity of the electrolyzer;
p PV = the power capacity of photovoltaics;
C EL = the energy output capacity ofthe electrolyzer;
h = hydrogen energy density;

s = hydrogenproductionsurgefactor,
a. Fuel Cell Capacity
According to the estimation and calculation of energy needs, a medium size fuel cell
of 25 kW will be able to cover the energy needs of a village with 100 households or a
residentiaI building with 40 households. A fuel cell of 30kW will be suitable
considering the improving living quaIity and increasing energy consumption in China.
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So P FC = 30 kW, and assurning T] PC = 90%,then
the capacity ofpower output for households = P FC T]

PC

= 30xO.9= 27 kW;

The average rullning time of the fuel cell at fullload = 165/27 = 6.1 hours/Day.

b. Hydrogen Demand
In order to calculate the mass of hydrogen, m, needed per day, we must estimate E,
and know h and T].The relation is
m = E/(T] x h) = E/( T]FC x T] PC x h)

Introducing E =165 kWh = 594 MJ, h = 140 MJ/kg, T] PC = 90%, and assurning T]FC =
60%, we get m = 7.9 kg.
c. Hydrogen Storage Capacity
Hydrogen production surge factor, s, has to be chosen, considering the weather
condition, load fluctuation, components efficiency and storage leakage.
Assuming s = 1.5, the hydrogen production capacity = m x s = 7.9 x 1.5 = 12 kg/Day.
The hydrogen tank should have the capacity of at least 30 kg for the hydrogen storage.
It will cover the hydrogen demand of the system for a period of 3-4 days. The energy
supply will be more reliable with bigger hydrogen storage tank in the system. For the
hybrid system with wind turbines, the hydrogen tank could be smaller as wind energy
will reduce the fluctuation of energy production of the system.
d. Electrolyzer Capacity
Assuming T]EL = 60%, then

p EL = [P FC I (T]ELT]Fd] s = [30kWI (0.6 x 0.6) ] x1.5 = 125 kW
C EL= [E I (T]FCT]pc)] S = [1651 (0.9 x 0.6) ] x 1.5 = 458.3 kWh/Day
E EL= C ELIT]EL= 458.3/0.6

= 764 kWh/Day

The running time of electrolyzer at fullload = 6.1 hours/Day.
e. Area Needed For Photovoltaics
Assuming T]PV = 10%, T]DC = 90%, then

the solar energy needed = E EL I (T]PV T] DC) = 764/(0.1 x 0.9) = 8489 kWh/Day;
p

PV

= P EL I T] DC = 125/0.9 = 139 kW.

The average solar insolation of China =
(5.9x10 6 kJ/m 2 Near) I (3600 kJ/kWh)(365DaysNear) = 4.5 kWh/m 2 /Day
Assuming the solar insolation is 5 kWh/m 2 /Day for the village,
the area needed for photovoltaic panels = 8489/5 = 1698 m 2 .
For the village with 100 households, the area needed for photovoltaic panels per
household = 1698 1100 = 17 m 2.
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Table 6.2 Calculation Results For A Village In Rural Areas
Number OfHouseholds
Electricity need (kWh/Day)
Fuel cell capacity (kW)
H 2 Consumption (kg/day)
Surge Faetor
H 2 Produetioncapacity(kg/day)
Eleetrolyzer capacity (kW)
Eleetrieity needed to eleetrolyze water (kWh)
Photovoltaies capacity (kW)
Area needed for PV Cells (m 2)
The area needed for PV Cells per household (m 2)

100
165
30
7.9
1.5
12
125
764
139
1700
17

In the cage of the solar hydrogen system for a village, it is not a problem to have

17m2 to build photovoltaiepanels on eaeh household'sroof. However,it is diffieult
for a buildingto get 1700m 2 to ereetphotovoltaiepanelson roof.It is betlerto have a
hybrid system with wind turbines to eover the energy demand of the building. The
area needed for photovoltaiepanels in a hybrid system will be 1700/2= 850 m 2 ,
assurning that the ratio of wind and solar energy available is 1:1. Area need in this
size is possible to meet for a building.
f. Water and Spaee Heating
The thermal energy demands of Chinese households are mostly for bathing and spaee
heating. There is no hot tap water system in Chinese households. The energy need of
hot water for bathing and spaee heating is possible to eover by thermal system from
solar thermal eolleetors and fuel cells 'waste' heat.
Although the village with 100 households is taken as an example, it is not diffieult to
ehange the eomponents to the Olleswith bigger capacity to supply a larger village with
more than 100 households. The modularity of solar/wind hydrogen teehnology makes
the energy system very flexible for applieations in villages. It can be easily eopied to
another village with different energy demand without mueh system modifieation.
6.2.3 The Installation Costs Of Solar Hydrogen Energy System
The installation eost of solar hydrogen energy system is expeeted to reduee
eonsiderably with the development of eomponents teehnology. The status and
prospeets of the installation eosts are estimated in table 6.3 and 6.4. It is assumed that
in five years the effieieney of photovoltaies eould inerease from 10% to 15%, with
eost reduetion from $500/m2 to $325/m 2; the effieieney of eleetrolyzer eould
inerease from 60% to 70%, with eost reduetion from $4001kW to $300IkW; the eost
offuel cells eould reduee from $1000/kW to $5001kW (chapter 4).
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Table 6.3 Status of installation costs
Now
Photovoltaics
Fuel cell
Electrolyzer
Hydrogen storage
Total Cost

Size

CostJSize

1700m 2

$500/m2

30 kW
125 kW
30kg

$1 OOO/k W

$400/kW
$ 600/kg

Costs
$ 850 000
$ 30 000
$ 50 000
$ 18000
> $ 948 000

Table 6.4 Prospects of installation costs (in 5 years)
Future
Photovoltaics
Fuel cell
Electrolyzer
Hydrogen storage
Total Cost

Size

CostJSize

1450m 2

$325/m2

30kW
110 kW
30 kg

$500/kW
$300/kW
$ 500/kg

Costs
$472 000
$ 15000
$ 33 000
$ 15000
> $ 535 000

6.3 Suggested Regions for Application -- Tibet And Xinjiang
As the renewable hydrogen energy system is new and costly, it is important to choose
a suitable region carefully for its application in China. Tibet is Olle of the most
suitable regions to apply the system in China considering its special resources,
economic and environmental conditions.
a. Resources Consideration
Tibet has very little fossil fuel resources but has very abundant solar and wind
resources with superior quaiity. Tibet also has rich geothermal energy but it is far
from enough to solve the problem of energy shortage in Tibet. Tibet is so sunny that
its insolation time is about 3,100 to 3,400 hours per year, 9 hours per day in average.
The western areas of Tibet are very windy with wind speed over 4 m/s for more than 8
hours per day and more than 200 days per year (China News Center, 1998).
b. Economic Consideration
The living quaiity of Tibetan is very low. Severe energy shortage has always been a
handicap to the economic development of Tibet. The utility infrastructure in Tibet is
very roar and many areas are still not grid-connected, which will improve the costeffectiveness of the system. The economic benefit from developing renewable energy
system is obvious. International society also has the interest to help improve the
economic situation of Tibet for a long time. It is relatively easy to attract capital and
investment from Chinese govemment and international sources.
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c. Environmental Consideration
Tibet is the last region in China which is still not polluted. It is the c1eanestregion in
China with the lowest population density. To preserve the special ecology of Tibet is a
contribution to the whole world. Renewable hydrogen energy system will certainly
benefit the natural environment of Tibet. Tibetans have a strong worship to the nature
and environment, which is the reflection of Tibetan traditional culture. Tibet has the
most advanced environmental measurement equipment in China. Utilizing renewable
energy will coincide with the feeling of Tibetan and consequently get the support
from local people and municipalities.
Tibet already started to solve its energy problems by exploring renewable resources.
Tibet is taking the lead in solar energy utilization in China. There are already 6 offgrid counties in Tibet have built photovoltaic systems. Tibet has also built more than
700 wind turbines with power supply over 100 KW (China News Center, 1998).
Xinjiang province has a similar environmental situation with Tibet. It has better wind
resource but a bit less solar resource compared with Tibet. Wind speeds greater than 6
mls occur more than 2000 hours annually in eastern part of Xinjiang. The solar
insolation time in Xinjiang is about 2500-3000 hours per year. The total solar energy

in Xinjiang is about 542.10-646.35J/cm2 per year, only less than Tibet in China
(XinJiang Environmental Protection Bureau, 1999).
Tibet has the richest solar energy resource in China and photovoltaics are already a
cost-effective solution in many areas of Tibet compared to other alternatives, such as
utilitY grid, fossil fuels, biomass. But will the photovoltaics systems with hydrogen
storage still be an attractive solution? Will it just be a luxury for poor Tibetan? This
new and costly system will certainly face more difficulties but there are also same
reasons making it promising to introduce the system to Tibet.
At first we can see from table 6.3 that the cost of hydrogen storage system inc1uding
electrolyzer, hydrogen storage and fuel cells is $ 98,000, which is only 12% of the
cost of photovoltaics. So the additional cost from hydrogen storage system is not so
much compared with photovoltaics itself according to the calculation of the village
case. And the hydrogen storage will increase the capacity and reliability of traditional
photovoltaics systems in a large scale. So hydrogen storage could be a cost-effective
solution to further exploring the solar energy utilization in Tibet. Secondly the
transport and utility infrastructure is very poor in Tibet and it is very difficult to make
a major progress in the near future due to the costs and tough geographical
characteristics. Furthermore, there is also a strong political will from Chinese
govemment to protect the environment of Tibet as it is the c1eanestregion in China.
So there are economic, political and environmental incentives to invest more money
on the solar energy utilization of Tibet. Battery storage systems are not yet capable to
supply sufficient and reliable e1ectricityto meet increasing energy demands of Tibet.
The hydrogen storage is the only way to explore Tibet's solar energy resource in a
larger scale and it will be a reasonable approach to accelerate the progress of Tibetan
rural e1ectrificationin the near future.
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In conc1usion, solar/wind hydrogen energy systems will be an attractive alternative to
supply energy to remote areas in Tibet and Xinjiang province. The application of this
system will help improve living quaIityand environmental protection at the same time
in this region. Firstly, demonstration projects are necessary to identify the feasibility
of the system in this region. Solar Energy Research And Demonstration Center of
Tibet is active in promoting solar electric energy to achieve sustainable development
of Tibet. It could be a base for implementing the project and international cooperation
in renewable hydrogen technology. Once some demonstration projects are carried out
successfully, more intrests and efforts will be attracted from outside, inc1uding
Chinese govemment and international organizations. With the support of rapidly
developing hydrogen technology all over the world, we could vision that the energy
supply of Tibet and Xinjiang provinces will be based on hydrogen storage systems
with energy coming from renewable sources in the future.
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7 Conclusions
The solar/wind hydrogen energy systern can provide villages and small buildings a
reliable, safe, and environrnent-friendly way to meet all their energy needs. The
systern is very costly nowadays hut is a promising candidate for the remote or standalone power systerns in the near future. It is especially suitable for remote villages in
developing countries.
Utilizing solar and wind energy with hydrogen will have strong environrnental effect,
to promote the concept of using renewable and c1ean resources and protect the
environrnent. The major obstac1eto apply this systern derives from the need for a high
capital investment. The systern is not economic feasible nowadays hut has great cost
reduction potentials. Intensive research and development are still needed to
substantially improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of the systern. Integrated
efforts have to be made from research organizations, industry, NGOs, governrnent
agencies, and international development agencies.
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